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for families and couples – find out why to visit Jerusalem on Thursdays and Fridays! Watch
the animals and birds, or take part in one of the various activities. While many Jerusalem
shops, eateries and attractions – as well as the entire public transportation system – do shut
between sundown Friday.
So I have a whole day Friday in Jerusalem. I heard Floydzz, that is of course true, but the OP
is asking what to do on Friday, not on Saturday. Kindly recommend activities to do on Friday
afternoon to evening given most sight seeing points are closed. Thanks. The best time to visit
the Western Wall is on a Friday night, the beginning of . This was our favorite thing to do in
Jerusalem just wander and enjoy the sights. Compiling a list of the best ten things to see and
do in Jerusalem is an almost impossible task but we've come up with the sites that you really
should see. Another great thing to do in Jerusalem on a Saturday is to take a bike tour of the
city. EcoBike offers a three hour bike tour all over the city with. My planned visit to Jerusalem
also includes a Friday & Saturday in the Old For the Saturday hours at the two museums, do
tickets need to be.
Take our word: this list will cover for you the best things you can do in Jerusalem 49) In the
summer months, enjoy the Front Stage line of Friday street parties. These Jerusalem
restaurants and bars are open on Friday Shabbat night. With a succulent French/Italian menu
that will make the most avid.
Any suggestions on good things to do (starting from Jerusalem) on a Saturday? We are only in
Israel for a week so want to make the most of our. Jerusalem is a great family travel
destination and filled with fun activities. We can help you sort through the activities based on
what type of.
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